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Everyone knows that reading makes you smarter. But did you know that listening to audiobooks

doesn't just make you smarter, it makes you smarter, quicker, and increases your intellect - and

recall - as well? If you want to discover why audiobooks are the coming rage, this is the audiobook

for you. If you want to learn more, faster than ever before, this audiobook is for you, too. Even if all

you want is to understand the dynamics of increasing your learning speed and your mental access

pathways, this audiobook has you covered. You will learn: How hearing works in learning and

access How hearing works in locking down memories How to utilize visualization and hearing to

increase recall speeds How to take advantage of the power of the subconscious mind while

listening Active, passive, and subconscious learning methods How cognition and hearing improve

information intake How to use audiobooks as conduits for communication And much more Once you

learn the secrets of using audiobooks to amplify your education, there will be no stopping you. It will

not only make your learning processes work better, but it will also improve your desire to learn.

Learn how to use cognitive skills and retention tools to revolutionize the way you and your family

learn. Don't delay, download this audiobook now.
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Well, this is good news for me! I always listen to music when I drive or when I am waiting in line and

sometimes, I listen to tutorials as well. According to this book, audio books can actually make you

smarter. How awesome can that get?! The book basically shares lesser known ways on how audio

books can increase your memory as well as your intelligence. This book was surely very



entertaining. Now, I can listen to my audiobooks with confidence knowing all the great benefits they

have.

I kept wondering why this was written not audible, and it is a well thought out book. I chose this book

to see if I would learn something new. I increased my vocabulary. And that is important. Basically I

was aware of most all the 7 he was speaking of in each chapter.I guess his father became an avid

audible reader. 3 thumbs up because it has some typos and words missing or exchanged for

neighboring words. I always dislike that.Read this and learn about audiobooks.

Audiobooks helps to amass ideas on the go, I am able to read within few times those books I have

kept on the shelves for long or those that I was not able to reread for the second time while I need it.

It's like having a conversation with expert/leaders, successful people continuously. The concern is

the $14.97 fees each month, If you can afford it, there is a niche for knowledge.

How Audiobooks Make You Smarter; 7 Little Known Ways Audiobooks Can Boost Memory Capacity

and Increase Intelligence by Entrepreneur Publishing covers mentions that the hearing aspect to the

audiobooks can broaden oneâ€™s vocabulary. Additionally, the audiobooks can introduce a person

to a new narrator, who in turn introduces them to a different kind of book.

If you enjoy a good story or are curious audio books are for you. My job as an itinerant teacher has

me driving a lot everyday. Audio books have redeemed hours trapped in my vehicle. I have listened

to surveys of history, biographies, and subject matter I have no time to study in a college setting.

Books I should have read as a high school or college student can be heard in a week's time. Go to

your public library and browse through the audio book section. You'll never regret it!

I've always havecliI've always have listened to audio books and this book has showed me how true

listening to books are very good for you. I enjoyed the book and very educated.I've always have

listened to audio vB

I have been listening to audio books a few years now. I really do enjoy learning this way and I am

excited to find all the advantages to listening. I will continue to find many more books this way. I

enjoyed this book especially knowing more advantages than I would have ever thought of!



This is invaluable info for me!As I'm a student and more on the audio side of learning I think this will

really improve my grades.
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